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Need a 6:30 Anchor? Send in the Clones
CBS’s ‘Evening News’ choice had a familiar look, but nets should think differently to gain younger viewers

By Ben Bogardus, Quinnipiac University
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If imitation is the sincerest form of attery, ABC News must be feeling very attered at the choice of Jeff Glor to anchor the CBS Evening News. Glor
and ABC World News Tonight anchor David Muir are so similar, they’re almost clones.
Both men are in their early 40s and grew up in upstate New York. Muir is from Syracuse and Glor is from Tonawanda, near Buffalo. Both graduated
from highly regarded upstate schools in the mid-1990s: Muir from Ithaca College, and Glor from Syracuse University. Both got their rst TV jobs in
the Syracuse market: Muir at CBS a liate WTVH and Glor at NBC a liate WSTM. Both left Syracuse in the early 2000s for their second TV jobs in
Boston: Muir at ABC a liate WCVB and Glor at then-NBC a liate WHDH. After a few years in Boston, both landed network jobs in New York City.
Muir joined ABC News in 2003, anchoring overnight and weekend newscasts and traveling to war and disaster zones around the world, before
replacing Diane Sawyer as anchor of World News Tonight in 2014.
Glor started his network career in 2007, reporting internationally for The Early Show and anchoring weekend editions of the CBS Evening News,
before being named the permanent anchor of the CBS Evening News last week, replacing Scott Pelley and interim anchor Anthony Mason.
Going Young
So what is CBS trying to accomplish by following ABC’s lead and replacing a well-respected but aging anchor with a relatively unknown younger
one? It’s trying to attract younger viewers. According to Nielsen ratings for mid-October, Muir’s show was the only one of the three network
newscasts to see overall ratings growth compared to this time last year. But more importantly, Muir’s show stayed even with the all-important 25 to
54-year-old viewer demographic. These are the people advertisers want watching, because they buy a lot of stuff.
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CBS News, by contrast, fell 14% in this age group compared to last year, with then-59-year-old Scott Pelley on the anchor desk. NBC Nightly News,
anchored by 58-year-old Lester Holt, didn’t do much better, falling 12% among 25-to-54-year-olds, compared to mid-October 2016.
By replacing Pelley, CBS hopes younger viewers will start to take notice of the nightly news again, since it will now be anchored by a younger and,
presumably, more relatable face. CBS president David Rhodes admitted as much, saying Glor “represents the best journalistic values and traditions
that will carry the Evening News into a digital future.” In other words — exactly what ABC News was thinking when it hired Muir.
The problem is, this may be a case of too little, too late for CBS. Younger viewers are turning off the nightly news not because the anchors are old,
but instead because it doesn’t t their lifestyles. Two generations — millennials and Gen X — either grew up with, or quickly adopted, time-shifted
viewing. They watch shows when they want to, thanks to DVRs and on-demand streaming. The idea of tuning into network news at 6:30 every night,
for no other reason than “that’s the way it’s been done for years,” doesn’t make sense to them. And while these younger viewers could set their DVR
to record the news, that defeats the purpose of having a live, up-to-the-minute broadcast.
The Answer Is Digital
If CBS wants to attract and keep younger viewers, the answer isn’t to copy ABC’s strategy and put a younger face in front of viewers. Instead,
producers will have to meet younger viewers digitally, where they live.
NBCUniversal is trying this in a venture with Snap. Stay Tuned, its twice-daily Snapchat newscast, reportedly gained more than 29 million unique
viewers in its rst month online. NBC says 60% of those viewers are under age 25.
Returning to broadcast news’s audio origins — via online “podcasting,” rather than broadcast radio — affords another opportunity for news to reach
a younger audience. A recent study by Edison Research showed that 44% of podcast listeners are between the age of 18 and 34, even though that
group only makes up 28% of the population. It’s therefore fertile and untapped ground for a daily newscast.
It’s obvious from Glor’s hiring that the days of the highly-rated “voice of God” anchors like Walter Cronkite, Dan Rather, Peter Jennings and Tom
Brokaw have passed. But sending in the clones won’t give CBS higher ratings. To survive, the network must rethink how it delivers the 6:30 news.
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